
Formulas & Rules;
"Green Sheet"

For Solving All Series Circuits.

Current, Equal Rule It= ii = I2 = I3
Total current, in series, is the same through any resistor in the circuit.

Voltage, Sum &Difference Rule Ey = Ei + E2 + E3 or E3 = Ej- Ei - E2
Total voltage, in series, is the sum of the individual voltage drops across the resistors in the circuit.

Voltage, Law of Proportionality Ey ^ (R., - (R^ +R2 R3)) or Ei Ey x (Ri • Ry)
(Voltage divider method for any number of resistors)
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or Ey - El ^ (Ri ^ (Ri + R2))

Resistance, Sum &Difference Rule Ri + R2 + Rs or R3 Ry - Ri - R2
Total resistance, in series, is the sum of the individual resistors in the circuit.

Resistance, Equal-Value Method
(Any number of equal resistors in series)
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Power, Sum &Difference Rule Pi + P2 + P3 or P3 Py - Pi - P2
Total power dissipated in a circuit is the sum of the power dissipated by each resistor in the circuit.

For Solving All Parallel Circuits.

Voltage, Equal Rule Ey = Ei = E2 = E3
Total voltage, in parallel, is equal to the voltage drop across any resistor in the circuit.

Current, Sum & Difference Rule ly = h + I2 + I3 or I3 = iy - li -12
Total current, in parallel, is the sum of the currents through each individual resistor in the circuit.

Current, Law of Proportionality h = Iy x (R2 -5- (Ri + Rj)) or li = (Iy x (R-^ -r R.,))
(Current divider method for only two resistors)

Iy - h -5- (R2 (Ri + R2)) or li - Iy X (Ry -5- R.,)

Resistance, Product-Sum Method Ry = Ri x Rg (R^ + R2) or Iy = li (Ry Ri)
(Calculate using only two resistors at a time)

Resistance, Equal-Value Method
(Any number of equal resistors in parallel)

Rt = (RT'' + Ra" + Ra'T' or R3 = (Rf ' - RT' - Ra")
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Resistance, Reciprocal Method _L=J_+_L + _L pr — = — - — -
(For any number ofresistors) Rj Pi P2 R3 R3 Pt Pi P2
Total resistance, in parallel, is the reciprocal of sum of the reciprocals of each individual resistor in the circuit.
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Power, Sum &Difference Rule Pi + P2 + P3 or P3 Py - Pi - P2
Total power dissipated in a circuit is the sum of the power dissipated by each resistor in the circuit.
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Formulas & Rules:
"Green Sheet"

General Rules for All Circuits

1. Current is directly proportional to Voltage and inversely proportional to Resistance.

2. The Power Supply is both the Current and Voltage Source in a circuit, therefore: P = I x E.

3. Only Resistance can use Power (Watts) in an electrical circuit.

4. Power consumed in a circuit is the sum of the individual Power used by each component.

Rules for any Series Circuits

5. Series Circuits have only one pathfor currentflow.

6. The Current through a series circuit is the same value through all components.

7. Total Resistance in a series circuit is the sum ofall resistance in that circuit.

8. Each Resistor in a series circuit adds Resistance and Restricts (Limits), current flow.

9. The sum of all Voltage Drops, in a series circuit, is equal to the Source Voltage.

10. If Voltage doubles, and resistance stays the same, Current will double; if Resistance
increases three times, with an unchanged voltage. Current will decrease to one-third.

11. Current is directly proportional to Voltage and inversely proportional to Resistance.

12. The Voltage across each component in a series circuit will vary in direct proportion to the
Resistance of the component, the higher the component's Resistance the higher the Voltage
Dropped across it.

13. The largest Voltage Drop will be across the Resistor with the largest resistance, and the
smallest Voltage Drop will be across the Resistor with the smallest resistance.

Rules for any Parallel Circuits

14. Parallel Circuits have more than one pathfor current flow; these paths are called Branches.

15. All Parallel Branches have the same voltage applied, and each branch contributes to the
total circuit current; this total is the sum ofthe currents flowing through the branches.

16. Total Current Flow, leaving a Power Source such as a battery, is equal to the sum ofthe
Currents in all branches.

17. Currents flowing through parallel branches are inversely proportional to the amount of
Resistance in the branch: the higher the Resistance, the lower the Current.

18. Adding more Resistors to branches in parallel causes the total Resistance to decrease and
the total circuit Current to increase, if the Voltage is unchanged.

19. Total Resistance for parallel resistors is always less, or smaller, than the smallest Resistor.
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